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Abstract 
This thesis was carried out during Spring semester 2012 at Södertörn University College in 
collaboration with the Swedish distance selling company Halens. Halens is one of Sweden’s 
leading e-commerce companies with a significant history in distance selling. The company 
started as a mail-order company but their current and future goals are directed towards full e-
commercialization. Halens has expanded to several international markets and their assortment 
consists mainly of women’s apparel, but also includes men’s wear, children’s wear and 
electronics. 

The purpose of this thesis is to find ways to improve the image of traditional mail-order 
companies that are going through a transition towards e-commerce. It has a specific look on 
branding and brand repositioning and the aim is to give suggestions on how to improve the 
image and attracting new customers while maintaining the loyal customer base that companies 
have gained. This includes identifying the pros and cons of the companies’ current position as 
well as viewing the modern possibilities that e-commercialization brings.

Four interviews were conducted in order to obtain up-to-date information. Two of the people 
who were interviewed are employees at Halens whose work is closely related to the subject of 
this thesis. The data that was obtained from them deals with the company’s current activities 
and goals in terms of repositioning their brand. Another viewpoint is met with two consumer 
interviews, where information is received from different attitudes towards Halens. One of the 
interviewed is a long-time Halens customer, while the second one has never purchased from 
Halens. In addition, our own observations have been conducted for deeper analysis of the 
study. As one of us is a Halens employee it has given us direct access to collect data about the 
company image and compare our perceptions with one another.

A clear view of the brand repositioning requirements that have appeared with the transition 
towards e-commerce has been established during this essay. Results have shown an apparent 
need for modernizing and investing in renewal of brand image as a mail-order company moving 
in to online marketing. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

As technology is constantly developing, all types of online transactions are becoming more 
frequent in today’s society. E-commerce has enabled the consumer to engage in trade by 
bringing the marketplace directly to the consumer, which saves time and efforts. The use of e-
commerce gives companies the ability to improve sales through increasing awareness among a 
particular target audience and matching their demands. Therefore, a large amount of 
companies have made use of this modern phenomenon. Consumers now have increased access 
to the merchandise and can simplify their purchases without having to visit a physical store. 
Internet takes the geographical market to an expanded level, increasing accessibility for 
consumers all over the world. The advantage of online purchase is that it is less time consuming 
and they have more control over the buying process.  

As e-commerce is an increasing tool for business transactions today and technology is 
constantly developing, it is imperative that companies stay updated to adjust themselves to this 
modern method of trade.1 At the same time, companies must be innovative and creative to 
improve their brand image. The image should match their brand identity and how they wish to 
be perceived to the consumer in the online market.

1.2 Problem discussion

According to Jennifer Rowley, there are two perspectives on online branding. Some state that 
brands will become less important, while others argue that the increased information 
accessibility leads customers to seek best value without being particular about different brands. 
Thus, consumers will collect specific information on products and services and make their own 
decision on what suits them best, which in this case would make brands more redundant. 
Rowley argues that brand building will be ever more important in terms of providing continuity 
and customer commitment in a fast moving marketplace. Rowley emphasizes three aspects of a 
successful brand:
“(1) a brand is dependent on customer perception;
(2) perception is influenced by the added-value characteristics of the product; and
(3) the added value characteristics need to be sustainable.”2

                                                          
1Kotler P., Keller K. L., Brady M., Goodman M., Hansen T. - Marketing management, Pearson Education Ld, 2009 p. 
425-427
2 Rowley, J. - Online branding, Online Information Review, Volume 28, Number 2, 2004, p.132
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Kevin I. N. Ibeh states that there has been comparatively little empirical work on the branding 
strategies of Internet companies. Ibeh lists different benefits, including enhanced 
competitiveness, differentiated corporate/products/services’ profile, increased equity and 
greater customer loyalty that come with e-commerce. Efficient branding is beneficial in terms 
of gaining a strong market share as well as enhancing and maintaining competitive advantage. 
With Internet technology competition becomes more intensified leading to low barriers to 
entry, increased customer power and transparent information flow. Further, Ibeh also draws 
two viewpoints out of this. According to one school of thought, the Internet deprives e-
branding of its relevance which leads to less brand appeal due to the enabling of searching and 
comparing much easier. This will lead to greater price transparency and give consumers the 
opportunity to use online search tools to shop with focus on products they prefer. On the other 
hand, Ibeh argues that online companies need to embrace online branding even more strongly 
in order to survive in the highly competitive Internet marketplace. Nevertheless, e-brand 
communication appears neglected far more frequently with most Internet companies.3

Rosa E. Rios and Hernan E. Riquelme look at the importance of approaching branding and brand 
equity from a different angle in terms of e-commercialization. They infer that research interest 
in brand equity and branding has been an essential topic to explore in the marketing field. 
However, from a packaged-goods brand equity viewpoint they distinguish traditional 
consumer-based brand equity procedures and concepts for online companies, arguing that they 
differ in degree, not kind. The four differences they conclude are:

“1. Online businesses are mainly services, and in these “the source of the experience is the 
locus of brand-formation” (Berry, 2007, p.130).
2.“In a computer-mediated environment the company’s web site is the experience”. This is 
different from the experience consumers have in an offline business environment where they 
can interact with people rather than technology. 
3. It is argued that brand equity has some specific and differentiated antecedents for online 
retail brands – for example, related to the web site design (security assurance, accessibility, 
navigationally) – and wider product assortment among other features.
4. Given that online businesses are mainly intangible and therefore difficult for a consumer to 
judge them from tangible cues, an association with trust must be created.”

Rios and Riquelme argue that trust plays a more important role in this type of business than 
with offline businesses where consumers can interact with physical and tangible features to 
infer trust (Berry, 2007). Further they look at online business from the retailer’s point of view
that “retailer brands are sufficiently different from product brands that the actual application of 
the branding principles can vary”. Therein they conclude that overall it may not only be more 
complex to create brand equity on the Internet but also there are different ways to go about 

                                                          
3 Ibeh, K. – E-branding strategies of internet companies: Some preliminary insights from the UK. Brand 
Management Vol. 12, No. 5 2005, p. 355–356
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creating it.4 Rowley and Ibeh present different impacts on branding in the digital world. They 
suggest strategies for online companies to be successful through the use of branding. Rosa E. 
Rios and Hernan E. Riquelme emphasize the importance of distinguishing branding strategies 
online and offline, bearing in mind that the traditional measures of branding and enhancing 
brand equity do not necessarily apply to companies operating in the digital world.  However, 
none of the authors’ viewpoints concentrate on existing online brands in need of revitalization. 
And in more detail, long existing brands that are in the process of entering the Internet market. 

The logistic systems of online retail companies have very similar qualities as traditional mail 
order companies. Both have a system that functions to adjust the companies supply to the 
costumer’s demand. In addition they both specialize on distance selling. Despite the use of e-
commerce, there are still certain long existing mail-order companies that print a catalog, which 
creates a clash between the modern and traditional use of distribution channels5.

According to Gregory S. Carpenter, it is an important matter for marketing managers to create a 
competitive brand strategy. How brand positions and competitive reaction is perceived buy 
buyers is an important determinant of the most efficient competitive brand strategy. The 
variables affected here are optimal pricing, advertising and distribution strategies, profits and 
strategies for brand repositioning. On the plus side, Carpenter implies that the Internet allows 
global branding and attainability to a wider market. On the minus side, delivering on the brand 
(the “promise to the customer,” as it has been called) can be costly and difficult. The required 
repositioning is most frequently small entailing gradual development into modernized 
merchandise and expanding assortments or new and improved methods of presentation.6

Sometimes, however, a more radical switch into new types of stores is required for 
repositioning. Along with that also altering new merchandise areas or a complete 
representation of the stores. Such alterations involve more risks and evaluative complexity. The 
sudden change can cause the loss of existing customers without successfully creating a new 
customer base.7

It is crucial that products and brand managers are aware of the key concepts of a brand when 
attempting a repositioning.  Furthermore they should consider the value of each component 
that may be repositioned. According to C. Simms and P. Trott, product and brand managers 
need to consider the impact of alterations to a brand and its positioning on consumers’ 
perceptions. They conclude that changes by managers to the functional and symbolic essentials 

                                                          
4 Rios R., Riquelme H.: "Brand equity for online companies", Marketing Intelligence & Planning, Vol. 26 Iss: 7 2008 
p. 719 – 742
5Guinón Noelia, Halens’ Online Marketing Manager. Interview.
6 Carpenter G. S. - Perceptual Position and Competitive Brand Strategy in a Two-Dimensional, Two-Brand Market.
Management Science, Vol. 35, No. 9 1989, p. 1029-1044
7 Corstjens M., Doyle P. – Evaluating Alternative Retail Repositioning Strategies. Marketing Science, Vol. 8, No. 2 
1989, p. 170-180
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of a brand will lead to changes of consumer perceptions of the brand in at either a rational or 
emotional level.8

Mail order companies that are in the process of moving towards full e-commercialization are
interesting to investigate in order to find new and specially adjusted brand repositioning 
strategies to maintain and develop the image. A case of a mail order company that is currently 
in this kind of transition is the Swedish distance-selling company Halens that we will look into in 
more detail to investigate the phenomenon.

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to find ways to improve mail-order company image in the process 
of its transition towards full e-commerce in terms of brand repositioning.

1.4 Limitation 

This study will only concentrate on Halens as a case and their activities in Sweden.

                                                          
8Simms C., Trott P. - An analysis of the repositioning of the "BMW Mini" brand, Journal of Product & Brand 
Management, Vol. 16 Iss: 5 2007, p. 297 - 309
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2. Theoretical frame of reference

2.1  E-commerce and catalog merchandizing

Electronic commerce conventionally refers to electronically mediated buying and selling. Sell-
side e-commerce involves all electronic business transactions between an organization and its 
customers. Buy-side so e-commerce entails transactions between an organization and its 
suppliers9.

Online retailing is the smallest part of the retail industry, but it is a fast-growing segment.10

Catalog merchants are companies that have an offline catalog service as a base channel, but 
have also started operating online. The costs of printing and mailing catalogs are very high, 
especially when it is not definite that the customer will look through the received catalog. 
These companies face problems when entering the online market, such as building a credible 
website, assessing their existing assets and abilities to a new technology environment and 
hiring new staff.11

2.2  Brand

A brand is a given name of a particular product or service or range of products or services. It is a 
continuous effort by the company to make the brand seen by people in the light that it is 
portrayed. Kotler and Keller make a clear definition of the meaning of a brand. “A brand is a 
name, symbol, logo, design or image, or any combination of these, which is designed to identify 
the product or service.” Branding is a tool to distinguish the products or services of one 
company from those of another.12

Some marketers describe a brand as Product + Package + Added value. The same product can 
be packaged in many different ways. This is what is commonly called brand differentiation
when related to products of a manufacturer, but it can also be related to the other competing 
products in the market that have the same functional content and bare enough resemblance 
with each other that will require differentiation in alternative ways than via the product.13

Added value involves the associations that the target group has relative to the brand. The 
product is an important element of the brand, but there are a number of other elements that 
also influence the target group’s experience of it. In reality it is difficult to distinguish between 

                                                          
9Chaffey, D.: E-business and e-commerce management, Pearson Education Ld., 2002 p. 22
10 Chaffey, D.: E-business and e-commerce management, Pearson Education Ld., 2002 p. 556
11 Chaffey, D.: E-business and e-commerce management, Pearson Education Ld., 2002 p. 573
12 Kotler P., Keller K. L., Brady M., Goodman M., Hansen T. - Marketing management, Pearson Education Ld, 2009 
p. 
13 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 57
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the affects of the product, package or the added value, the customer purchases the totality. 
Baring in mind that it is difficult to differentiate the brand based on the functional aspects of 
the product it is important to take into utilize opportunities to produce organizational 
associations, a brand personality and symbols for the brand.14 Brand image is the visual or 
verbal expression that evokes the psychological or emotional associations that a brand aims to 
maintain in the minds of the consumer. In order to fix the brand image aimed for in the minds 
of the costumers it is important that the marketer communicates brand identity through every 
available marketing mix.15

2.2.1 Brand image and identity

Brand image is the visual or verbal expression that evokes the psychological or emotional 
associations that a brand aims to maintain in the minds of the consumer. In order to fix the 
brand image aimed for in the minds of the costumers it is important that the marketer 
communicates brand identity through every available marketing mix.16

The brand character is the personality or image that is created for the product. It is the 
distinguishable quality that makes the brand different from others. Its function is to help the 
target group to distinguish the brand from the competitors over a period of time.  The 
predictability that a brand image or brand personality provides in terms of the experience of it, 
creates acceptance and trust among customers. This is a basis for creating brand loyalty. 

Advertisement is an efficient tool for enhancing the brand’s best qualities and to draw attention 
to them through exposure. Advertisement accentuates the positive aspects and enhances the 
total image of the brand in a generally positive light. 

The personality and image of the brand is of great significance for highly ranked products 
because the usually the customers’ choice of brand signifies an expression of their 
identification.17

Brand identity is a basis for the beneficial brand building and developing. Brand identity must 
be clear, and have a deep structure and substance so that the design and the implementation 
of the communication program will not send ambiguous or contradicting messages to the 
customers. Also it must be established among the employees so that they understand and 
                                                          
14 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 59
15Kotler P., Keller K. L., Brady M., Goodman M., Hansen T. - Marketing management, Pearson Education Ld, 2009 p. 
135

16Kotler P., Keller K. L., Brady M., Goodman M., Hansen T.: Marketing management, Pearson Education Ld, 2009 p. 
135

17 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 464
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support it. A clear and effective brand identity should be linked to the company’s vision and its 
organizational structure and values as well as what the role of the bran in the in the brand 
portfolio. It should be an efficient guide to decisions that need to be made in order to invest in 
the suitable type of communication strategy that will determine an enhancement or decrease 
of the strength of the brand. A brand identity that is ambiguous and overall general causing 
almost all sorts of customer communication to be perceived as simply applicable is not 
valuable. The clearer the definition of the core brand identity is for the company, the more 
evident it will be what activities and media that are wise options for the company.18

Relation based on promise

Driv     Drive

Fig. 2.3 The foundation to the customer’s relationship to the brand.19

The figure shows that the choice of which brand promise to prioritize, depends on among what 
the shopping motives of the specific target group are, among other factors. Based on the brand 
identity, the brand should provide the customers with a proposed value, which is motivating for 
the target group and one that the company can deliver in a highly competitive way. It should 
also be easily communicated and suit the target group’s social identification.  

                                                          
18 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 262
19 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 90
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2.2.2 Brand positioning 

Positioning refers to the place in the market that is occupied by a company, product or service, 
in relationship to others in that same marketplace. Positioning is signified in terms of the target 
costumer groups the offerings are aimed at and the uniqueness that is created and provided to 
that target group. Brand positioning involves a particular offering and how customers as well as 
potential customers receive that, relative to other competing brand offerings.20

For positioning to be efficient Baker describes four main conditions that need to be met.

1. “There must be a clear view of the target market and customers aimed for. 
2. The benefits on which the positioning is built must be important to the target customers 

aimed at. The benefits or features built into the positioning must be ones which are 
attractive to the target customers.

3. The positioning should build on real strengths of the company and/or its brands. These 
strengths or the combination of core competencies used to create the strengths should 
be unique to the company.

4. Positions should be communicable. They should be capable of being communicated to 
the target market. This often means that they should be simple and uncomplicated, 
amenable to translation into attractive and creative advertising or other communication 
means.”21

When the company has settled what the key concept of the brand is it will relative to this also 
choose the associations that should be emphasized in communication. Through communication 
emphasizing the element of that is the core of the brand identity an image is created that in a 
simplified way communicates how the brand is relative to other brands in the market. Price and 
quality are common elements in under these conditions.22 Positioning entails emphasizing 
specific aspects of the brand. The key strategy for positioning is that the consumers should have 
a clear perception of what the brand stands for in the product category. The company can 
summon their decisions concerning the positioning of the brand in a positioning document. 
Mårtenson gives an example called the T-C-B model. T stands for ‘Target customer’, C for 
‘Category need’ and B for ‘key Benefit’. For the target group T, the brand X is the brand 
adjusted to the category need C, which provides the key Benefit B.23

Positioning can be conducted in various ways but the common procedure is to take customer 
goals into consideration. Positioning can be divided into three types: competition-based 

                                                          
20Baker, M. J. - Marketing theory, Cengage Learning EMEA, 2000 p. 206 
21 Baker, Michael J. Marketing theory, Cengage Learning EMEA, 2000 p. 208
22 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 87-88
23 Mårtenson, R. – Marknadskommunikation, Studentlitteratur, 2009 p. 89
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positioning, goal-oriented positioning and emotional positioning. The latter overlaps the other 
two in certain areas. The competition-based positioning involves looking at what other 
competitors in the market are offering and the goal-oriented positioning is related to the goals 
that consumers have when making their choice of brand.

2.2.3 Competition-based positioning

During the introduction phase or the early stages of the product category there are few 
competing brands. This is the phase where the consumers need to be enlightened of what the 
important attributes are and to what degree the category is homogenous or differentiated. The 
competition based positioning has the purpose of establishing the brand in the market so that it 
will have a beneficial initiation for its communication. 

Competition based positioning can be divided in two elements:

 Association phase; the brand creates an association with the leading brands in the 
product category

 Differentiation phase; the brands that have sufficient recourses attempt to differentiate 
themselves from other brands in the product category; they set a differentiation in 
opposition to the competitors.

The two key elements of the competition based positioning are membership and point of 
differentiation. Membership is constructed by showing that the brand has the same benefits as 
the other brands in the category, or by relating the brand to another brand in the category, for 
example the market leader. 

2.2.4 Repositioning strategy

Baker emphasizes the key elements of positioning stating “positioning strategy depends on the 
selection of a target market and the creation of a complete offering to attract and satisfy that 
target better than the competition.”

Where customer requirements are changing or expected to change or the technology for 
meeting customer requirements is developing, a shift from current positions is most likely 
expected. Where the physical product is close to customer requirements, there may be a need 
for image re-engineering to alter the image with the aim of adjusting it closer to what target 
customers want. Brand 1, for example, may have as much durability as Brand 2 but past 
communications have ineffectively conveyed that to target customers. A promotional campaign 
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using advertising, PR and other channels of communication may help to change the image and 
adjust Brand 1 closer to what the segment requires.24

2.3 Integrated marketing mix 

The marketing mix is the set of marketing tools with variables that the firm combine to 
generate the response it wants in the target market. The marketing mix involves every measure 
that can be taken by the firm to influence the demand for its product. The many possibilities 
can be composed into four variables known as “the four Ps”: product, price, place and 
promotion.

Product means the combination of goods-and-services that the company offers to the target 
market. Price is the amount of money customers are required to pay to obtain the product. 
Place includes activities of the company that enable product availability for target consumers. 
Promotion means activities that convey the qualities of the product and convince target 
customers to buy it.25

                                                          
24 Baker, M. J. - Marketing theory, Cengage Learning EMEA, 2000 p. 212-213
25 Armstrong G., Kotler P. – Marketing, An Introduction, Pearson Education Ltd, 2011 p. 53-54
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Fig. Marketing Mix: The 4P’s 26

The marketing mix can be modified by the company – improving sales by varying one or more 
marketing mix elements. The company can present new or improved services to buyers. Prices 
can be cut in order to attract new consumers and competitors’ customers. The company can 
launch a more efficient advertising campaign or use forceful sales promotions – trade deals, 
cents-off, premiums and contests. In addition to pricing and promotion, the company can also 
advance to new marketing channels to help serve new users.27

                                                          
26 Baker, M. J. - Marketing theory, Cengage Learning EMEA, 2000 p. 212-213

27 Armstrong G., Kotler P. – Marketing, An Introduction, Pearson Education Ltd, 2011 p. 263
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2.4 Implementation of theories

Since the purpose of this study is to come up with ways to improve company image in terms of 
repositioning for mail-ordering companies going through the transition toward e-commerce, 
the applicable theories that we will utilize in the analysis are the marketing mix and the 4 
viewpoints of repositioning as well as Keller’s model of foundations to customer relationship 
brand. In this way the aspects of maintaining the strengths as an already existing company as 
well as coping when stepping into a new market while investing on enhancing the brand 
position can be analyzed.
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3. Method

3.1 Qualitative research method

This study is based on a qualitative research method. Qualitative data involves qualitative (non-
numerical) characteristics of the object of study. Such data are often called soft data.28 When 
conducting an inductive analysis it is common to use qualitative methods. Inductive approaches 
have often involved a somewhat obscure question where the focus is not to examine 
sustainability of theories by testing hypothesis. This approach aims at providing a holistic 
understanding of the subject. The researcher is flexible and does not focus solely on one single 
method. An inductive strategy is to initiate the research starting from the empirical frame of 
reference. Thus, first data is collected in order to find general patterns that could be developed 
into theories or general terms. In other words the procedure is about going from specific to 
concluding the general.29

The disadvantage that comes with a qualitative research is the inability for the researcher to 
generalize. It is also more difficult and time consuming to process the data afterwards if 
categories of answers are not prepared and checked by the informant. This means that it can 
be an extensive task to classify the material. Another drawback is that people may not always 
be truthful in interviews. In other words the capacity to verify material is one of the most 
obvious disadvantages of qualitative interviews.30

3.1.1 Interview

Qualitative data may come in interview data, observational data, texts and documents and 
audio and video recordings. These data have been collected through various qualitative 
methods. We have chosen collection of data through written- and personal interviews. A 
qualitative interview can be more or less structured. A structured interview entails listing 
prepared questions to ask, in a fixed order. The informants formulating their responses signifies 
a qualitative interview.31 The kind of information that is attained via an interview depends on 
the research questions that the interviews are to give answers to. Research questions can be 
descriptive, interpretive or theoretical. Descriptive questions are related to concrete events or 

                                                          
28 Larsen, A. K. - Metod helt enkelt: en introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Författaren och Gleerups 
Utbildning AB 2009, p. 22-27
29 Johannessen A., Tufte P. A. - Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Abstrakt förlag och författarna 2002 
p. 35
30 Larsen, A. K. - Metod helt enkelt: en introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Författaren och Gleerups 
Utbildning AB 2009, p. 22-27
31 Larsen, A. K. - Metod helt enkelt: en introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Författaren och Gleerups 
Utbildning AB 2009, p. 83
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actions, interpretive questions involve how the informants perceive and interpret events and 
actions and theoretical questions aim at bringing the causes of actions to the surface.32

To fulfill the purpose of this study the aim with our choice of method is to analyze what Halens’ 
intentions are as far as their brand and company image is concerned and in response to this 
also gain a deeper understanding of how they may be perceived by customers as well as non-
customers. Thus the interviews conducted with company staff contained theoretical questions 
and interview questions with costumer and non-costumer contained interpretive questions. 

Two unstructured interviews were conducted with the CEO and the online marketing manager 
of Halens in order to obtain information about their current situation and future goals in terms 
of branding, positioning and company image in the middle of this ongoing transition towards e-
commerce. A structured email interview was conducted with Noelia Guinón where she could fill 
in the answers and have them sent back by mail. Another structured interview with a new set 
of questions was conducted with Freddy Sobin personally at the Halens’ head office in 
Stockholm. The interview was recorded on tape with questions and answers included as well as 
additional questions that surfaced in the process of the interview. Additionally two personal 
structured interviews were conducted with a long-term regular customer of Halens and a non-
customer. This was done in order to attain the costumers’ and non-customers’ perception of 
the company image in the process of its transition from catalog to e-commerce. Both interviews 
were conducted at the homes of the informants and recorded on tape with questions and 
answers included. The latest edition of the catalog and the website were present during the 
interviews with both of the informants, given 5-10 minutes to browse through the contents in 
order to gain a perception of the company and/or refresh their memory of it.

3.2 Observations 

An observation is a method that can be used for collecting data about a certain phenomenon. 
During an observation the researcher is present to register information in situations that are 
relevant for the study. The researcher then registers information by observing and listening and 
taking notes about the situation during its process or after.33

Current and past observations have been carried out by the researchers of this thesis, Anna 
Sokolowski and Viktoria Sandström. Sokolowski’s observations are based upon her experiences 
as an employee and from a general point of view. Sandström’s observations are based on first 

                                                          
32 Johannessen A., Tufte P.A. - Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Abstrakt förlag och författarna 2002 p. 
96
33 Johannessen A., Tufte P. A. - Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Abstrakt förlag och författarna 2002 
p. 88
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impressions prior to taking part in this research and current observations looking at the subject 
with more newly obtained knowledge about the company.  

3.3 Transferability 

In the field of qualitative methods transferability is a procedure for analyzing data rather than 
generalizing. Generalizing, opposed to analyzing, leans more towards quantitative methods. 
Transferability shows how far the results of the research can be of significance beyond the 
current study. This means that the research is not solely based on pure collection of data and 
facts. It is about systematizing and analyzing information and utilizing this to build up a new 
research based wholeness and providing a simpler view of the initial reality. By doing this, new 
interpretations and notions are created that can be implemented and useful for other cases in 
the same type of category. In this research data has been collected and analyzed in this manner 
in order provide Halens as well as other mail-ordering companies facing similar challenges a 
new and useful research view on the subject.34

3.4 Validity and Reliability 

Validity and reliability are measurements used to test the interpretation of collected data.
Validity is about relevance or legitimacy, which is to collect data relevant to the issue of choice.
It may be easier to ensure high validity in a qualitative research, such as conducting interviews.
It enables the researcher to make changes if he discovers that there are other details that are 
important regarding the study. This is done by allowing the informants to bring up issues they 
regard as important. In this way several explanations can be found.
A flexible process allows the researcher to change the questions during the course of the event 
will contribute to higher validity.35 Validity aims at measuring the correct object of study.
Reliability aims at how well the measured object of study is measured. A high degree of 
compliance between measurements with the same measuring instruments (that is to say when 
the same result is shown with every measurement) used on the object of study is an indication 
of high reliability. 36

This study is based mainly on qualitative methods aiming at collecting as much data as possible 
to interpret the object of study rather than measuring compliance and accuracy. Thus, to 
ensure the highest degree of validity the interviews were conducted with key persons that were 
relevant for the different viewpoints on the study in question. Each interview was structured 
                                                          
34 Johannessen A., Tufte, P. A. - Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Abstrakt förlag och författarna 2002 
p. 125
35 Larsen, A. K. - Metod helt enkelt: en introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Författaren och Gleerups 
Utbildning AB 2009, p. 80-81

36 Olsson H., Sörensen S. - Forskningsprocessen. Författarna och Liber AB 2011 p. 122-123
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and adjusted to each informant’s position and relationship to the subject. The advantage with 
this is the depth of the data collected with each person from each category. However the 
disadvantage is that the data is based on the viewpoint and interpretations of only one person 
of each category. This indicates a lower degree of reliability. 

3.5 Case studies

Case studies are the common term used for methods conducted to study one case, person, 
group or social unit in detail. When conducting a case study several different methods of 
collecting data are used depending on the research perspective.
For the researcher, a case study involves following or participating in a series of events. In 
short, case studies involve collecting data with limitation to one specific case or phenomenon. A 
case study is not a method in itself. It is a research strategy with both qualitative and 
quantitative methods.37

In this case study, quantitative methods are not utilized because the mere focus is solely on the 
organization and its current situation image wise as the main case. In order to go into depth 
with the subject we used qualitative methods for collecting data. A survey may have been 
appropriate for analyzing costumers and non-costumers perceptions, but with our main focus 
on the company and its transition we decided to limit ourselves to fewer informants and 
conducted personal interviews with each one to obtain information with more depth. 

Two different interviews were conducted with two employees in order to collect as much data 
as possible and to compare it. The interview questions reflected the position of each 
respondent. One of the interviews was personal and the other was e-mail based. The personal 
interview left space to ask follow-up questions in order to minimize wrong interpretations. This 
minimized the errors connected to data processing, resulting in higher reliability.

                                                          
37 Johannessen A., Tufte P. A. - Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig metod. Abstrakt förlag och författarna 2002 
p. 56
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4. Empirical framework

4.1 E-commerce

Halens’ Online marketing manager Noelia Guinón states in an electronically conducted 
interview that the Internet provides traditional mail-order companies with new opportunities. 
She adds that e-commercialization is becoming both profitable and effective in terms of 
organization structure. The transition from classic media channels such as printed catalogs 
towards digital methods is essential as these channels are decreasing. 

According to Guinón, mail-order companies that have gone through the transition towards e-
commerce still see other mail-order companies as their most important competitors. In the 
case of Halens, they consider Swedish companies with a long history in distance selling – such 
as Ellos - as their main rivals. However, e-commercialization has brought new, solely online-
based companies – such as Nelly.com and ASOS - to compete with. Guinón says that the 
transition towards e-commerce brings traditional mail-order companies more pros than cons, 
especially in terms of customer behavior and the existing fresh opportunities. 

4.2 Branding and image

Halens’ CEO Freddy Sobin states in a personal interview that the transition towards e-
commerce affects the need for branding strongly. Although traditional mail-ordering and e-
commerce companies share some aspects of business as they are both distance-sellers, their 
channels and underlying customer drive are very different. Sobin concludes that e-commerce 
companies focus both on products and services, and adds that in some cases the concentration 
is higher on service. 

Both Sobin and Guinón agree that the importance of having the right image to match the 
offerings of the company is crucial. Halens has specified its target customer, a woman named 
Malin. They describe her in the following way:

 average age 38 years old
 lives in a small town
 married with children
 self-employed or working within the public sector
 likes women’s magazines like Amelia
 watches large television networks such as TV4
 interests are traveling, spending time with friends and family and home interior
 interested in fashion, but does not follow trends
 has limited time to herself, and finds online shopping/mail-ordering is a good solution to 

shop for herself and the family
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Guinón states that women’s fashion is Halens’ main focus and therefore it is the image the 
company aspires to gain. In Halens’ case, their future goal is to be perceived as a more 
fashionable female clothing company. The underlying strategy with attracting the female 
customer is getting them to look at other departments. Sobin adds that all communication is 
aimed towards women’s fashion, both online and catalogs. Sobin says that the biggest 
challenge Halens is facing is their image as an old-fashioned mail-order brand. Although the 
company has widened and modernized their offering, there is a significant gap between the 
brand and the product. The brand is currently not positioned to support their product offering.

4.2.1 Brand identity

Due to the image problem that Halens faces, although a product may be appealing to the target 
group it is often not preferred over modern competitors. Sobin states that Halens achieves to 
be a mass-market brand, being more modern and e-commerce focused, with keywords being 
fashion, mass-market and good prices. According to Sobin, having a strong brand identity would 
allow Halens to sell more, attracting both old and new customers and obtaining word-of-mouth 
for no cost. Correct positioning will lead to a unique position on the market, which creates free 
publicity. Sobin adds that a brand itself can deliver quite a lot of value. 

4.2.2 Brand equity

Sobin states that Halens is not spending their marketing budget in branding and brand equity at 
all through branding campaigns. Instead they see brand equity as a consequence of the 
marketing activities that take place. Brand equity and positioning are considered as 
perspectives within campaigns but they are never the leading perspective.

4.3 Positioning

Guinón says that Halens’ position on the market is not unique compared to most competitors, 
but the company has stood for good quality at affordable prices for a significant amount of 
time. Halens has changed its offering by adding more fashionable garments for younger 
customers but the basic assortment can be labeled as casual fashion. Sobin describes the 
transition that Halens is currently going through as a gradual one, where the company is 
moving from the old position to a new one. He says that the process must be done slowly
because a fast transition would create confusion among old customers. Therefore Halens’ 
perspective is to reposition the brand step by step as neglecting old customers may terminate 
the company. 

Halens’ current brand identity does not match the image it strives for, and Sobin wishes to use 
a repositioning strategy to solve the problem. He thinks a repositioning strategy would be 
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helpful to the company when used as an opportunity to present the brand in a clearer way that 
will direct potential customers’ perception of Halens towards the wanted image. 

4.4 Customer and non-customer perceptions

Looking from a consumers’ perspective it is clear that the challenge with company image that 
Halens is facing is a relevant issue. Magdalena Jonsson, a 57-year-old schoolteacher in 
Stockholm and mother of four children, has been a loyal customer of Halens for over 20 years. 
She points out the attributes that she appreciates the most about the company.
Jonsson states that the wide range of clothing, affordable prices and older women among the 
target groups are the attributes that comes to mind when she thinks of Halens. These qualities 
are also the main attractions that have kept her as a loyal customer over all of the years. 
Most importantly she adds that she appreciates the buying experience of flicking through the 
pages of the catalog and placing her order over the phone. 
Further she states that she has always appreciated Halens’ customer service which enhances 
her shopping experience when she places her order.
This is what she has grown accustomed to when purchasing clothing and other items from 
Halens. Other options such as ordering online do not appeal to her as much. When asked if she 
is aware of Halens’ Facebook page she replies that she did not know it exists.
Jonsson states that she prefers the catalog over ordering online because she finds the website a 
bit complicated. She has browsed through the website a couple of times but she has never 
ordered online and she feels no need to change her traditional way of ordering from Halens.  
When asked how she would react if Halens were to replace the catalog with the website and 
focusing solely on e-commerce, she replies that she would most likely lose interest in ordering 
from the company.

From a non-customer point of view there is more emphasis on Halens’ techniques of spreading 
awareness about their brand and image as well as product assortment.
Manuella Mikaelsson, a 29-year-old single clothing salesperson at Johnells in Stockholm, is a 
non-customer of Halens. Mikaelsson is the trend-oriented type of woman with expensive taste 
in clothing and accessories.  Prior to the interview Mikaelsson was introduced to the latest 
edition of the Halens catalog and also the website, given 5-10 minutes to browse through both 
and gain perception of the assortment and current overall image of the company. When asked 
if she is aware of Halens’ Facebook page she replies that she did not know it existed.
As far as her perception of Halens is concerned she replies that she knows very little about the 
company and that her nearest recollection of it is from her childhood. She recalls her mother 
placing orders from the catalog. Older women’s clothing and products at an affordable price are 
descriptions that also come to mind when she thinks of Halens. After browsing through the 
catalog and the website prior to the interview Mikaelsson points out that the website feels 
complicated to her and that she would rather pick the catalog. She says that the website looks 
unclear and a bit messy with too many texts and banners everywhere which makes it difficult 
for her to find what she might be interested in on the start page.  In this way she feels that the 
catalog is simpler when it comes to tracking down products of interest, also adding that she 
believes that the website needs to be updated. She compares it with online stores such as 
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Nelly.com which in her opinion has a more appealing structure on their website as far as clarity 
is concerned. When asked if the website offers a more modernized image of Halens, Mikaelsson 
replies that she believes that it is better to have it. Further she states that the website is what 
will more easily attract the more modern and trend oriented girl/woman who is prone to web 
shopping.  According to Mikaelsson this is one of the pros with the website. Looking at it from 
this point of view Mikaelsson would then prefer the website over the catalog if she were a 
customer, given that the website is updated and less complex. Several adjectives that come to 
mind when she thinks of Halens are, clothing for older women, cheaper, not her kind of style 
fashion wise. If Halens were to remove the catalog completely and focus solely on the website 
with a cleaner update and links to more contemporary assortments in the women’s fashion
department Mikaelsson would still be skeptical about acquiring products from Halens.
However she states that if they would add a new assortment and increase the awareness of it 
via adds and campaigns etc perhaps she would.

4.5 Observations

As one of us, Anna Sokolowski, is an employee at Halens head office in Stockholm we have 
taken advantage of her observations based on her competencies from an employee point of 
view and overall perceptions of the company image. Likewise, Viktoria Sandström’s 
observations as a non-customer and researcher in this study is added in order to compare our 
different viewpoints on the subject. We are aware that our observations as partaking 
researchers in this study may entail a lower degree of objectivity. However the benefits
involved are the deep analysis that can be provided through the eyes of two researchers.

Anna Sokolowski

Student, online marketing assistant and fashion editor, age 24, Stockholm.

As a Halens employee, Anna Sokolowski deals with Halens’ company image questions quite often. 
Changing the company’s image of a traditional, old-fashioned, unstylish catalog company is a real 
challenge. Sokolowski believes that it is possible to change the image, but eliminating the catalog would 
be the first step if Halens wishes to compete on the same level as many competitors. Changing the idea 
that consumers have of a certain company is a long-term project and it is often a slow process. The only 
way to achieve the long-term goals is through a new repositioning strategy.

Sokolowski personally sees Halens as a retailer that has a lot of potential to succeed as an e-commerce 
company. Because of its broad offering, there is something for every type of style and budget. When 
talking about e-commerce, she sees the main problem being not the brands that Halens sells, but the 
layout of the website. It is very catalog-like, which may satisfy loyal customers. A new look does not 
necessary have to be very dramatic – the safe way is to make the website as clear as possible. 
Competitor Nelly.com maintains its trendy look only by having a very simple website. Halens’ current 
website mixes simple product images with catalog-like photo shoot images, which leaves a messy look. 
There are also too many product categories and subcategories shown. Sokolowski believes that once the 
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website looks attractive to fashion-forward customers, promoting it the right way will give great results. 
A costly re-launch is not needed, and the image would improve without any larger investments.38

Viktoria Sandström

Student, musician and cashier, age 29, Stockholm.

Prior to initiating this study three things would come to mind for Viktoria Sandström when 
thinking of the brand name Halens, keywords being catalog, older women’s fashion and 
affordable prices. These qualities are memories from childhood with her mother being a 
customer of Halens, ordering clothes for her family. When joined together with partner Anna 
Sokolowski she was informed about the website and social networks. Looking at the website for 
the first time gave an impression of a company making efforts to improve and modernize their 
image. Also the website added freshness to the company image even though it appeared 
somewhat complex. Looking closer at the website in the women’s fashion department 
Sandström discovered a wider range of products and brands compared to what she 
remembered last. Although the website made Halens appear more interesting than before she 
still felt that it was not interesting enough for her to consider acquiring any of their products. 
Her main interest among their wide range of products would be women’s clothing. Other 
products such as tools and devices would preferably be attained from stores such as Bauhaus or 
IKEA. 
She added the Halens page on Facebook for regular updates of their latest collections. So far 
she has no particular interest in the product assortment.

Today, browsing meticulously through the website through analyzing eyes it has come to her 
attention that there is a need for Halens to improve the structure of it in order to look more 
attractive online. Also comparing the website with one of the latest editions of the Halens 
catalog, Sandström feels that she gets a better overview of the clothing collections and 
offerings. With the information that was learned in the process of the study, Sandström is 
aware of Halens’ current challenge of attempting to make a smooth transition from catalog 
toward e-commerce with intentions of attracting new customers. Baring this in mind, it is easy 
to recognize that the website does not match the image they wish to project in order to achieve 
this. The website is a reminder of the catalog and the brand name Halens has an old ring to it 
that leads to associations with their past offerings and target customer groups, in which 
Sandström does not belong. 

With Halens’ goal, aspiring to attract new younger customers they are up against other major 
competitor online stores such as Nelly.com. Looking at Halens’ website with consideration to 
the competitors’ it appears undeveloped and in need of new and improved simplicity with a 
touch of something new that will evoke a new impression of the brand in the customers’ minds. 
There is a clear difference between the angle Sandström perceives Halens’ company image as a 

                                                          
38 Observation, Anna Sokolowski. May 16th, 2012.
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researcher and her initial impression. This is an indication that it is imperative for Halens to 
communicate their new intentions more effectively and also raise the awareness of it.39

                                                          
39 Observation, Viktoria Sandström. May 20th, 2012.
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5. Analysis 

5.1 E-commerce

It is important for mail-order companies that enter the online market to develop new strategies 
in order to cope with new competition in the online market without losing their strengths as a 
company and their loyal customer base while attempting to attract new customers. 
E-commerce takes everything to a new level and the need for modernizing company image may 
clash with the initial image that customers have been accustomed to.
This especially applies to mail-ordering companies that have plans of going fully e-commerce 
and eliminating their sales via catalog. In addition it is imperative that they learn what is most 
attractive in the minds of the costumers and take into consideration that e-commerce is a 
thriving method of trade that is utilized more and more by companies today in comparison to 
the use of catalog.

As in this case with Halens, both Sobin and Guinón state in the interviews conducted that their 
goal is full e-commercialization. This would mean eliminating the printed catalog which brings 
new difficulties. The core problems can be stated as follows:

- how will loyal customers react?
- how will the company keep use the advantage it has due to its history and credibility 

achieved by its status as a credible mail-order company?
- how will the company make use of e-commerce to the maximal potential?

Guinón states that the catalog is an expensive yet decreasing media channel. Halens should 
therefore use the same share of expenditure in improving the website to meet the customer 
needs. Increased technology provides the company with modern tools to receive the maximal 
benefit that the Internet can provide these days. 

5.2 Branding 

The foundation to the customer’s relationship to the brand:

Brand identity and associations
The company must determine what the shopping motives of their target group are and 
prioritize the brand promise that is adjusted to these motives.
For mail-order companies going through the transition toward e-commerce there will be 
associations to the brand remaining from the past relative to the catalog.
The company must contemplate on what associations to the brand that they wish for the 
customers to have and clarify it.

As Guinón from Halens points out in the conducted interview, the transition from what she calls 
a classic media channel (the printed catalogs) towards digital methods is essential as these 
channels are decreasing. Sobin states that the transition towards e-commerce affects the need 
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for branding strongly. Although traditional mail order and e-commerce companies share some 
aspects of business as they are both distance-sellers, their channels and underlying customer 
drive are very different.

Customers and customer value
For the brand promise to be set the company must find out what their customers' shopping 
motives are. For the mail-ordering company focusing on trade via e-commerce and aspiring to 
reach new customers, this will involve both the loyal customers and the customers aimed for.
Benefits must be provided to the target groups, this also involves the current group if the 
company wishes to maintain them at the same time.

Halens has provided benefits for their long time loyal customers that they are familiar with and 
have fully identified. As Guinón describes giving an example in the interview, Halens has 
specified its target customer, a woman named Malin described in the following way:

 average age 38 years old
 lives in a small town
 married with children
 self-employed or working within the public sector
 likes women’s magazines like Amelia
 watches large television networks such as TV4
 interests are traveling, spending time with friends and family and home interior 
 interested in fashion, but does not follow trends
 has limited time to herself, and finds online shopping/mail-ordering is a good solution to 

shop for herself and the family

Likewise, Halens’ goal of having the image of a more modern and fashionable company 
reaching new customers will entail identifying what that customer groups’ shopping motives 
are and providing benefits according to their preferences. 
So far one of their steps, as Guinón states, are focusing on women’s fashion and a strategy of 
attracting the customers aimed for by getting them to look at other departments.
This is currently communicated via both catalog and website.

What can be concluded through observations is that the there is a need for an enhancement in 
terms of value provided for potential customers and that this should be clearly communicated 
through the website which is the most important channel used in order to attract them. The 
better the company becomes acquainted with the preferences of their customer group aimed 
for the more successful they will be with providing the value that will match them.

As in the case of Halens, Sobin infers that due to the image problem that Halens faces, although 
a product may be appealing to the target group it is often not preferred over modern 
competitors. Further he states that Halens achieves to be a mass-market brand, being more 
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modern and e-commerce focused, with keywords being fashion, mass-market and good prices. 
According to Sobin, having a strong brand identity would allow Halens to sell more, attracting 
both old and new customers and obtaining word-of-mouth for no cost.
A wise decision for Halens to achieve this is to expand the value provided to match the needs of 
all target groups. 

The different preferences are clearly shown in the interviews conducted with Halens’ customer 
Jonsson and non-customer Mikaelsson. Clothing for older women, affordable prices and good 
customer service are among the attractions to Halens for Jonsson. Modern and fashionable 
offerings in the clothing department, attractive website and advertisement for raising
awareness of the companies’ offerings are what may attract Mikaelsson in the future.
Looking at it from the empirical perspective the benefits that can be combined by Halens to 
provide their target groups with a proposed value are:

Value propositions: Benefits that can be provided    
 Emotional: Older and younger women’s clothing, affordable prices, good customer 

service
 Functional: Quality, broad variety of product offerings, catalog, website
 Self expressive and esthetic : Style, fashion forward, casual
 Increased credibility:  Advertisement, campaigns, social network, website enhancement, 

mass market

These benefits can be provided to motivate the target groups and be utilized in a competitive 
way when entering the online market which will involve even more competitors. If Halens 
communicates this successfully and adjusts it to the target groups social identification it will 
leverage attracting more customers and attaining the aspired image that the company wishes 
to be associated with.

5.3 Brand positioning

Baker and Michael’s four main conditions that need to be met for positioning are applicable for 
Halens in order to make the new adjustments for the company brand image. 

There must be a clear view of the target market and customers aimed for.
For mail-ordering companies moving toward e-commerce ambiguity may occur in the area of 
customers aimed for. There was a time when younger trend oriented people were non targets 
for the company and if a change has occurred in this area the new target group aspired to be 
attracted as customers need to be informed about it.

In the case of Halens the transition toward e-commerce is one of the tools they are using to 
reach new costumers. Sobin states that they are making this change gradually indicating that a 
sudden move would be too drastic for the company and especially for the loyal customers. 
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Guinón states that women’s fashion is Halens’ main focus and therefore it is the image the 
company aspires to gain. In Halens’ case, their future goal is to be perceived as a more 
fashionable female clothing company. This shows that the target group Halens aims for, apart 
from their current customers, is the fashionable and more trend oriented type of customer.

The benefits on which the positioning is built must be important to the target costumers 
aimed at. The benefits or features built into the positioning must be ones that are attractive 
to the target customers.  
New and improved services and an enhanced assortment are beneficial ways for mail-order 
companies to enhance their offerings when entering a new market with fierce competition and 
advertising this in an attractive way to the target customers aimed at.
All new additions to the company image and offerings need to be communicated to all 
customers in order to raise the awareness among them.

As Mikaelsson states about ordering from Halens in the near future, she would consider it if the 
offerings of the company match her preference and if the company communicates this change 
successfully via advertisement and campaigns. 

The positioning should build on real strengths of the company and/or its brands. These 
strengths or the combination of core competencies used to create the strengths should be 
unique to the company.
A transition toward e-commerce does not necessarily involve a total transformation. There are 
other strengths besides mail ordering and catalogs that mail-order companies possess and can 
identify in order to put these strengths into productive use. 
Enhancement and improvement is safer than replacement. If the company has existing 
uniqueness, which has been successfully established into customers’ minds in a beneficial way, 
that too is strength worthy of taking into account. Halens’ CEO Sobin states that correct 
positioning will lead to a unique position on the market, which creates free publicity. Sobin 
adds that a brand itself can deliver quite a lot of value. 

Positions should be communicable. They should be capable of being communicated to the 
target market. This often means that they should be simple and uncomplicated, amenable to 
translation into attractive and creative advertising or other communication means.

For a company that has for a long period of time been associated with a specific position in the 
minds of the customers, it is particularly important to communicate the current position if any 
additions or changes have occurred. For mail-order companies going through the transition 
from catalog to e-commerce offering something new with new customers as a target, this 
requires attractive and enticing advertising in order to raise awareness of the company’s 
present position. Also the simpler the partaking of goods and services appear to be, the better.
Failure to do so, the customers aimed at will remain fixed with the company’s past position and 
image which may lead to most of them not taking any interest in the company’s current 
offerings and choosing other companies competing in the market.
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This is evident in Halens’ case with Mikaelsson’s response when interviewed about their 
website and catalog.  She repeatedly points out that she experiences a lack of information 
about Halens’ existence and their new assortment. She also stresses the importance of 
simplicity on the website when she compares it to other online stores such as Nelly.com.
This is also confirmed concluding from the observations conducted by Sandström who also was 
left with the old impression of Halens’ company image before initiating this study and exploring 
the company’s new assortments and offerings. Clearly there is a need for attractive advertising 
for Halens to catch the attention of potential customers.
This also involves the loyal customers. Enhanced attractiveness and simplicity on the website 
may cause those who prefer the catalog to take more interest in the website.
Apart from not feeling the need to order online Jonsson also points out that she gets a 
complicated impression of the website. This is a clear indication of Halens’ benefits that would 
come with better communication and creative advertising.

5.3.1 Repositioning Strategy

For mail-order companies to convey a new image of their brand, relative to the modernization 
that comes with e-commercialization, a brand repositioning is required. Evidently the brand 
already has a current position but the renewal and refreshing of it can be communicated to the 
costumers by repositioning. They are also up against other similar companies that have been 
solely e-commerce based from the start and will enter competition with them. The old position 
will not be a sufficient match in order to cope in this market. 

According to Baker and Michael “positioning strategy depends on the selection of a target 
market and the creation of a complete offering to attract and satisfy that target better than the 
competition.” With Halens moving toward e-commercialization and focusing on women’s 
fashion they enter competition with other online stores. One of them is Nelly.com, which 
Mikaelsson in the interview also gives as an example of an attractive online store that she finds 
appealing. With Halens’ wide range of products it is understandable that the website is filled 
with a wide range of content which may cause it to appear somewhat scattered and 
complicated. What can be concluded from the interviews and observations is that Halens will 
benefit from repositioning the brand and communicating a sense of renewal in a simple and 
attractive way.

5.4 Marketing Mix

Mail-order companies stepping in to the online market with goals of improving the position of 
their brand can achieve this by applying all the variables of the marketing mix in full force.
The research conducted in this study shows that mail-ordering companies going through a 
transition from catalog to e-commerce will be met with the need to reposition their brands in 
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order to attract new customers. Thus, the four P’s should be applied in a way that will leverage 
the repositioning of the brand but also in a way that will not repel loyal customers.

Product: In order to fulfill target group’s needs, the range of brands and product categories sold 
at the company must meet the demand. The company must find out what its customers 
demand through marketing researches, also by following trends and studying what other 
similar companies are selling. In order for the company image to be improved towards modern, 
fashion-forwarded style, the selection must match it. In the case of Halens, this has not yet 
been accomplished. As Sobin states in the interview, the issue they are dealing with is the gap 
between the brand and the product even thought the company has widened and modernized 
their offering. 

Price: In order to not risk losing loyal customers the price level for the company should stay the 
same, if this has been one of their strengths. Halens’ products are affordable, which is one of 
the attributes that appeal to their current customers. By maintaining affordable prices they can 
avoid the loss of those customers and still attract new customers. In Halens’ case, there is also a 
wide range of differently priced brands, from low-cost to exclusive, expensive brands. Keeping 
the wide range of brands brings more to choose from, which leads to an elevated customer 
experience. 

Place: For a mail order company entering the online market the addition to places for sales and 
interacting with customers will be via websites or social societies. Online shopping increases 
accessibility and gives a more modernized shopping experience for the customer. It is 
important that the offerings that are considered among the company’s strengths are still 
provided via the website so that when loyal customers will still be able to find the products they 
like there just as well as the catalog. Likewise all new additions to the offerings of the company 
need to be visible for potential customers. 

Promotion: The Company currently uses technology well in its advertising methods. According 
to Anna Sokolowski, Halens’ online marketing assistant, using social media such as Facebook is 
a very cost-friendly way of advertising that has turned out to be highly profitable for the 
company. The company must be innovative and updated when it comes to finding new 
advertising methods. 
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6. Conclusions and suggestions

6.1 Conclusions 

In this research the conclusions of online brand repositioning have been made via the following 
factors, e-commercialization (modernization by entering the online market) , brand identity and 
proposed value relative to customer shopping motives, brand positioning (target market and 
customers, strengths, uniqueness ,communication)  and the marketing mix (product, place, 
price, promotion).

The purpose of this study was to find ways to improve mail-order company image in the 
process of its transition towards full e-commerce in terms of brand repositioning.
E-commercialization in itself brings a sense of modernization to a mail-order company, given 
that mail order is perceived as being a classic and decreasing media channel today. This means 
that it is highly likely for a mail-order company going through a transition toward e-commerce 
to be expected to make new adjustments that come with entering the online market in order to 
cope with increased competition. 
Improvement of company image can be obtained by identifying the current positioning of the 
brand and evaluating how well the brand communicates outward the image that the company 
wishes to project. If there is a flaw in this area the company needs to identify what is required 
to be adjusted to gain the aspired position in the market and what their target customer groups 
need and thereafter provide it successfully in a competitive way.
For each adjustment and change that is made in terms of the company’s brand positioning, 
customers must be informed about it in a simple and attractive way.

6.2 Practical implications  

As Halens has a long history in distance selling in Sweden, it has established an important 
position in the market. They should use their position in their advantage when competing with 
newly established brands such as Nelly.com. Therefore, it is important that they aim to offer a 
website that has the same feeling as the catalog to satisfy those customers who would only use 
their services through the catalog. It must be kept simple for the older Internet user but the 
website should also transmit a sense of fashion forwardness and style to match the wanted 
image. The wide range of products Halens has to offer is also a factor that they need to take 
into consideration when attempting to reach new customers. With Halens’ main focus being 
women’s apparel that too in this needs to be fully conveyed to the customers aimed for in 
order to avoid any confusion of what the company stands for.

As Halens proceeds with marketing their new image they also need to leverage it with 
attractive services and products for their target customers. There is a need for Halens either 
increase the variety of their collection in clothing or convey the currently new assortment in an 
attractive way. Halens strengths as a mail-order company are their affordable prices, their long-
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term loyal customer base, and variety of products. The brand signifies these particular qualities 
of the company and this is what distinguishes them from others. A strategy that is applicable 
for Halens is to continue to meet their loyal customer’s needs by reinforcing their already 
existing strengths but at the same time offering something fresh and new for their potential 
customers aimed for.

There are two alternatives. One is making a slow gradual transition with a secure strategy for 
making loyal customers adjust to the new image and offerings of the company but at the same 
time providing them with the traditional benefits according to their preference. The other is to 
find ways of providing both customer groups with their preferences separately.

A suggestion for simplifying the website for both loyal and potential customers is to have a 
separate sub link for women’s apparel. In this way it will be easy for both groups to find what 
they’re looking for in the fashion department. This may be a worthy investment since the 
women’s fashion department is Halens’ main focus. In addition, this sub link can be divided in 
two, one with the traditional assortment and the other with the new. Backing the brand up by 
adding a fresh and new logo or name to the original name may also communicate a new 
impression in the minds of the potential customers. We would recommend the place to be 
modified by adding a new online store for younger customers. The old Halens.se website would 
look similar to the catalog, and by choosing women’s apparel the customer would be directed 
to a separate, trendier page. In this way new customers in search of the more fashion forward 
side of Halens can easily find what they want and the current customers will not experience a 
sudden uncomfortable change. This can be achieved by investing meticulously on updating the 
website and organizing its structure, making it easily accessible and simple.

Bearing in mind all the factors mentioned above we believe that Halens’ transition toward e-
commerce can be done in a successful way gaining more customers and maintaining the 
current ones at the same time.
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